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    Walker Percy's The．Moviegoer， winn6r of the 1962 National Book

Award， has rnost 6ften been analyzed in Kierkegaardian terms． Percy's

         し
wide rea（五ng in the Eu士opean existentialists warrants this耳pproach， and

       トit is generally agreed that an understanding of K ierkegaard's three stages

-frohl aesthetic to ethical to religious一五s necessary to perceive the

development ofやrotagonist Binx Bolling in The．Mo吻goer． In addition

to the existential apProach， a look at the structure of the noveI provides

an equally pro且table avenue of investigation， Walker Percy undergirds

Theハ40漉go6γwith a comic structure． In a conventional comic plot， the

hero begins the story separated from his final reintegration． In this且nal

unity， the society changes， restructuring itself around the returned hero．

Such a pattern丘ts The Mo吻goer． Percy， however， alters important

comic elements to suggest a change in the comic construction， Binx

returns to society， but without a complete integration． Instead， Binx

returns having achieved a neW consciousness， thus creating a Romantic

comedy．

    Before examining how Percy alters comic conventions of comedy to

create a Romantic comedy， an understanding of the conventional comic

situation-the individual initially separated from society but reintegrated

by the end-is necessary．

1． The Individual and Society

    The tensidn between the individual and his community is at the

heart of the comic situation． The individual in conventional comic

structure intially stands outside his society for any number of reasons：
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He may be self-ignorant） defective， silly， or merely ugly． To some

degree， his stance outside of his community results from the rigidity of

the society． The comic plot resolves this tension by moving towards

reintegrating the outcast． Thus， traditional comic structure ultimately

aMrms the societyi

    Plato and Aristotle recognize that the individual who is different from

those around him is potentially comic． For Plato， the individual's separa-

tion'is due to his self-ignorance． For example， in Philebus， Plato shows

how the self-ignorant person．， lacking knowledge gf the qualities of his

soul， fancying “himself better in point of virtue than he really is，” will

live in “ignbrance and silliness ' ' ' a misfortune．”i） lf this person

has strength enough for vengeance upon his society， the situation is

“odiops and repulsive ' ' ' injurious to a man'＄ peighhor a's well as

himsel£”2） This state．of affairs is comic， h' 盾翌?魔?秩C if such a person is

weak，．therefore unable to take vengean6e upon society． These person's，

weak and ignorant， are “tr' 浮撃?' ' ' comic figures．”3） For Pldto， then，

the comic situation occurs only when ，the society remains safe from the

vengeance ．o．f the individual from his society， arguing that an essential

part of the comic situation is the stability and maintenance of the society．

It should be pointed out that Plato's analysis Perceives the comic situation

as a static one， with the individual， through his self-ignorance， defects， or

uglinesis， more or less permanently sundered from his society．

    Comedy， however， does not leave the individual' stranded fr'om his

society （while tragedy usUally does）． A major function of comedy is to

bring the individual back into society， for as E． M． W． Tillyard says，

comedy “assumes that society must be inade to work， that creatures

mdst somehow learn to live together．”4） The function of comedy， then，

is not' ? ?窒?撃?to poipt out the individual's defects for a good laugh．

According to James P． Kincaid， comedy “works to establish the harmony

of society by eliminating or converting the individuals．”5） ln the process

of moving towards the final harmony Kincaid speaks of， the comic story

usually seeks a path of conversion' rather than elimination． Elimination

or expulsion of characters runs the risk of upsetting the comic ending，

moving what． is normally a' festive comic end towards pathos and even
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tragedy．6） Usually， says， Frye， the dramatist in the last scene '“tries to

get all his characters on the stage at once．”7）

    The overall comic movement， then， is one which moves the individual

from an initial point of separation to one of involvement in his society．

Frye neatly sums Up： “The theme of the j comic is the integration of

society， which usually takes the form of incorporating a central charac．tor

into it．”8）

    Comedy usually achieves this final stage-filling integration in two

diverse ways． First， comedy points out the defects of the individual，

seeking as it does to educate．and correct． Likening com' ?р?to a mirror，

William Hazlitt， as q'uoted in DJ； Palmer's edition， Comedy ： Developmen ts

ini Critic'ism， sees comedy as “constantly and sugcessfully expose ［ing］ the

follies and weaknesses of mankind to ridicule．”9） As a result of this

sometimes painful exposition，．“man， seeing their most striking peculiari一一

ties and defects pass in gay review before them， learn either to avoid or

conceal them2'iO） Perhaps the most succinct explanation of comedy's

instructive function，・ as DJ． Palmer points out， is found in Sir Philip

Sydney's discussion of the poet in∠4 n／11）olog二yプfor 1）oetry'

    Comedy is an imitation of the common errors of our life， which

he represepteth in the most ridicul ous and scornefull sort that may

be； so as it'is im possible that any beholder can be content to be such

      11）
an one．

    The individual， seeing such defects so plainly， is educated and con-

verted， enabling hirp to return to society．

    The second way in which comedy seeks to achieve a final stage-

filling harmony focuses not on the individual b ut on the rigidity of his

soc iety． ln rejecting the ignorant or ugly individual， even' though such

defects bring no harm to the society itself， the society reveals 'its tepdency

toward rigidity，・ Henri Befgson attributes this tendency to'society's

insistence that individuals live in a state of “reciptocal adaptation．”i2）

Because of this insistence， “society will be suspicious of all inelasticity of

'character， of mind and even of body．”i3）
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'

    The rigid society， one “conrrolled by habit， ritual bondage？' qrbitrary

law and ．the older charaCters；' gives way inevitably to “youth and prag-

matic freedom．”i4） ln this case， the comic movement con61udes with

the triumph of'the individual over the society， and the story closes when，

aS Frye sbys， “all the right-thinking people come over to his ［the hero's］

Side．”i5）

    Comedy thus has a double attack． Comedy， on the one hand，・focuses ．

on the individ．ual， ridic uling his defects and seeking to instrvict and conyert

him； on the other hand， comedy reveals the-rigidity of the society， its

lack of acceptance and freedom． lan Donaldson refers to this process' as

leveling． According to'Donaldson， comic leveling， emphasizes “not so

much．．．the reversal of roles or the triumph of the underdog as ．．．the

artificiality of all social distinctions in the face of human passion and

incompetence．”i6） ．

    Thus， comedy， in exploring the ten＄ion between the individual and

his spciety， usually seeks to crgate a final harmony either by'revealing

the rigidness of the society， or by education the individual， or both． Frye

speaks of this double action of comedy：

The essential comic resolution， therefore， is an individual release
                                       ‘

whieh is also a social reconciliation． The normal individual is freed

from the bonds of a huniorous society， and a nor血al society is freed

from the bonds impospd' @on it by htimQrous inqividuals．i7）

    This final harmony prevails in what is called'new Comedy． New

Comedy， which．f6110ws a pattern set forth in the plays of the Roman

playwrights Plautus and Terence， “unfolds what may be described as a

comic Oedipqs situati．on，”i8） ln this situation， the young man overcomes

an opponent， usually his father， wins the．girl he loves， and gets married

The marriage， the “tonic chord on which it ［the comedy］ ends，” not only

signais the end of the 60medyi but it also signals the beginning of a new

society which crystallizes arQund．the hero． New． Comedy offers “the

birth of． a renewed sense of social integration．”i9）．

    This pattern appears to be・operative in The Moviegoer． ln The
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Moviegoer， Binx overcomes a fatherly figure， his great-aunt Em・ily， and

marries the girl he loves， Kate． His marriage to Kate in the Epilogue

signals the end of the novel and the beginning of a new society． Given

this general movement， The Moviegoer could be regarded as a modern

versipn of New Comedy．

2e New Comedy Altered in the Moviegoer

， ・ Although The Moviegoer fits the overall pattern of a New Comedy，

moving as it does from Binx's isolatioh in Gentilly to his marriage to

Kate， Percy alters three elements-the love Binx has for Kate， the nature

of the blocking character， and the society which appears at the end of

the “Epilogue．” These alte'rations point to Percy's more radical alteration，

his use of Romantic ，comedy， a form of comedy which upholds the hero's

return to society without his．actually rejoining it．

    First， Binx's love for Kate．is obscured by his early love for Sharon．

Through the鉦st half of the novel， Binx concocts an elaborate scheme

designed to seduce his' secretary， which， occupying the entire middle

section of the narrative， involves a trip tb the Gulf Coast and to the Smith's

fishing cabin． During this・time， Kate is scarcely mentiQned． As a point

of com parison， in The Tempest Ferdinand declares his love for Miranda

upon his first sight of her and spends the rest of the play proving to

Prpspero， the blocking figure， that his love is worthy of Miranda． Thus，

while in New Comedy3 the action consists of the hero's overcoMing of

obstacles to his love，20） in The Moviegoer the action consists of Binx's

discovery of his love．

    When Binx finally dpes discove1 his love for Kate， he offers it with

little convigtion． His first offer of marriage comes veiled in his'rather

outlandish scheme of managing-a gas station．

    “What do you think of this for an idea？” 1 tell her about the

service statiOn．．．．“You could stay on here at Mrs． Schexnaydre's．

It is very comfortable． 1 may even run the station myself． You

could come sit with me at night， if you liked． Did you know you
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can net ovgr fifteen thousand a year on a good station？”

    “You sweet old Binx！ Are you asking me to marry you？”

    “Sure．” 1 watch her uneasily． （p．95）

    In the fourth section of the novel， on the train ride to Chicago， Binx

repeats his proposal for marriage． This time Binx is more direct， but he

comes off sounding more like a therapist than・ a suitor． Says Binx，

    “Very well．． Lose hope or not． Be afraid or not． But marry，

me anyhow， and we can still walk abroad on a summer night， hope or

no hope， shivering or not， and see a show and eat sdm e oysters down

on Magazine．” ' （p． 154）

    This proposal of marriage， offering at' best a 1ife of seeing shows and

eating oysters， hardly meets the expectation of other comic figures． Early

in Act 1 bf ．The Tempes4 for example， Ferdinand， upon his first sight of

Miranda， immediately offers to make her the queen of Naples．

    By the end of the novel， after Binx's confrontation with Emily， he '

cannot even propose the marriage． After Kate reports to Binx that．she

has told Emily of their plan to be married， Binx only responds， “‘Are

we？'” （p．184）．

    Because of Binx's earlY， confused love for． Sharon， ．and his tentative

proposals， his marriage tb Kate， is puz・zling． ' Lewis Lawson， for example，

holds that though Binx does marry Kate， they will not “live happily ever

after． Existence will remain precarious for them．．”2i） Because marriage

usually provides the “tonic chord” for comedY， the uncertainty regarding

Binx's marriage to Kate・alters the comic ending； Percy carefully appears

to suggest that the reader look elsewhcre for the resolution．

    Second， Emily appears to have all the qualities of a blocking character，

yet she undertakes no blocking action ．in the novel． One of the chief ，

fFmctions of the blocking character is to provide the obStacles for the

herb， and in cQm．edy， the blocking action leads to a bomic clash in which

the younger comic hero overcomes the older blocking figures and sets up

a new society．22） ln The Moviegoer， the point at whiCh we 'expect a'
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comic clash， when Binx returns from Chicago and faces Emily， results

only in Emily's virtual monologue on man's place in the universe． When

Binx speaks at all， it is with few words．

    Both Emily and Binx recognize that they are not so much clashing

as simply not at all understanding each other． When Binx returns from

Chicago， Emily begins' her speech to him with “1 am not saying that I

pretend to understand you” （p． 174）． ' Binx responds to one of Emily's

questions with “my objections， though they are not exactly objections，

cannot be expressed in the usual way． To tell the truth， 1 can't express

them at・all” （p． 178）．．

    Most telling in this scene is Binx's apparent defeat， a defeat which

would never occur in New Comedy． Frye writes that “the normal comic

resolution is the surrender of the senenc ［usually the hero's opponent and

usually the father］ to the hero， never the reverse．”23）' Yet， Binx does not

achieve victorY of any kind over Emily． Binx leaves his aunt's house in

despair． lt appears that Emily has destroyed Bipx； for him，

Nothing remains but desire， and desire comes howling down Elysian

Fields like a mistral． M' ?search has been abandoned ； it is no match

for my aunt．．．． （pp． 180-81）

    Not only is Binx clearly defeated by Emily here， but in the‘「Epilogue”

he ostensibly follows her admonition to“use his brain and mak6 a contri一．

bution”（P．4・8）．

  ・ In fact， rather than functioning as a blocking character， oPPosing

and creating obstacles for Binx， Emily shows a great trUst in．him， and

she reCognizes（without understanding how）that he alone is capable of

                                                                 コ
helping Kate． It is to Binx that Emily turns when Kate appears to be

．particularly depressed， Em丑y seems also to know that he and Kate have

aunique relationship． During her tirade against Binx in the丘nal se¢tion，

Emily pointedly asks how Binx could betray“the great trust and affection

she・［Kate］has for you”（p．176）． Tho㎎h she looks like a blocking

character， her attitude is at least one willing to consider Binx and Kate

together， which is decidedly not a blocking character三stic．
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    Emily， in fact， functioris in the sto．ry to bring Binx and Kate together．

  With Binx， Emily engages in grave discussions about the latest bad news

about Kate． Conversely， when Kate asks Binx “What do you suppose she'

［Emily］ and 1， talk about ？” Kate answers sharply， “You． 1'm sick of talking 一

about ypu” （p． 41）． Through Sunday dinners at her house， Emily

provides weekly opportunities for Binx and Kate to be together． Emily，

in her grave talk With Binx， instructs him to talk alone with Kate， to “fight

with her， joke with her” （p． 30）． Thus， beneath t．he characteristics of h

blgcking charactet， then， Emily may hold at worst a Ptosp6fb-like attitude

that． sees in Binx's ．love a ‘ ?唐翌奄??business” which she “rpust'uneasy make，

lest． too light winning／Make the prize light” （The'Tempes4． Act 1， Scene ii， ．

449-52）．

    Percy offers， but then subverts， a comic convention． He sets up an

expectation for Emily to be the blocking character； he gives her all the

important characteristics．' But she undertakes no blocking action． Just

as the ・reader' must look ．elsewhere for evidence of comic resolution， he

must also lobk elsewhere f6r the blocking action．

    Finally， while New Comedy presents a new society at the end of the

stgry， the society at the end of The Moviegoer in many 一wtiys appears to

be the same one present at the beginning．' New Comedy begins wjth

one kind of society-one ‘．‘controlled by habit， ritual bondage， arbitrary

law and the older characters”一to another，kind-orie一“controlled by' 凾潤Duth

and pragmatic freedom．”24） ' The chara．cters in charge of the society at

the beginning of most comedies， as K in6aid points' out， are usually con-

verted or eliminated by ' 狽?? end，25） and the new'society “crystallizes”

around the hero．26）

    In The MQviegoer it appears that it is Binx who is converted27） He

even settles down in “one of the ve．ry shotgiin cottages done oyer by my

cousin Nell Lovell” （p： 1．87）． Earlier in the ngvel， Binx's meeting with

Nell， and Nell's subsequent discourse on her projects and her values，

surrimon forth from Binx ohe Qf his more violent reactioris．

A rumble ． has cornmenced in my deseending bowel， heralding a

trem endops defeeqtion ．．．there-is nothing to do but shift around as
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best one can， taking care not to fart．．．．1 get to thinking about her

and old Eddie re-examining their． values．． Yes， true． Very good．

and then 1 can't hel p wondering to myself： ．Why does she talk as if

she were dead？ Another forty years to go and dead， dead， dead．

（p． 84）

    Finally， Binx also yields to the pressur¢ from his great-aunt Emily to

“use ．his brain and make a cbntribution” （p． 48） by entering medical

school． ln fact， Emily still appears to be in charge of the society． At

the beginning， Emily forcefully invites Binx to lunch for a serious talk，

and he dutifully obeys． ln the “Epilogue，” Binx is still in Emily's service，

running' errands for her．

   ．In altering the New Comic conven．tions of the hero's love， of the

blocking figure， and of the final society， Percy appears to be offering the

possib ility that within its overall structyre as New Comedy， The Moviegoer

contains at heart a despairing， rather than triumphal， return to the same

society． lf' 狽?奄?is the case， then Binx predicts the pattern for his own

life when he criticizes the rhovies for．screwing up the search． “The

movies，” says Binx，

        are onto the search，but they screw it up． The search always ends in

        despair． They like to show a fellow coming to himself in a strange

        plac・ゆut wh・t d㏄・h・d・．～耳・．tak・・up with th・1甲・1．1 ib ra・i・n・・ets

        about proving to the l ocal children what a nice fellow he is， and ．settles

        down with a vengeance． ln two weeks' time he is so sunk in

        everydayhess that he might just as well be dead． （p． 18）

    As Zeugner says， it is possible' to see Binx's final commitment to

Kate and to medical school as “a final， ironic twist-a collapse into the

everydayness that Bolling had striven to avoid．”28） Most critics rec'oncile

this tension in 一the ending by app．ealing to the inflUence of Kierkegaard

on' @Percy． Lewis Lawson， for example， finds that Binx cpnfronts the

death of his． half一・brother， Lonnie， without attempti．ng to escape the

pathetic event in rQle-playing．29） Binx's return' 狽?society reveals his
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newly found faith， a central characteristic of Kirkegaard's knight of faith．

    As Frye points out in A Stndy qブEπgZ納Ro初απ∫∫廊魏， there is a．

f（）rm of¢o甲edy which upholds the hero's re重urn to society without his

actually rejoining it， offering'another interpretive framework for Binx，s

return ih his“Ep韮ogue．” This form of comedy fuSes the Romahtic

tendency to move the hero away from society with the apparently opposite

comic tendency to a伍rm society． Frye argue6 that the Romantic move一

                                                     ロ
ment had as its main emphasis“the demoting of the conception of man

・・p・im・・ity・…i・1．b・ing 1三・ing in・i・i…”30） D． Thi・tu・ning・f・h・indi・i-

dual away from society seems at first to』be in¢ompatible with the comic

insistence upon the reintegration of the individual， Frye resolves this by

茸nding this isolated individual returning to society-as called for by comic

conventions-with．‘‘an expanded cohsciQusness”typical of the R6mantic

     31）
quest・

3． Romantic Comedy in The Moviegber

    In The Moviegoer PercY incorporates ．into the New Comic form a

Romantic hero． Despite Binx's own denunciations of Romanticism， he

exhibits several characteristic-his sensitivity to nature， his suffering， his

passage throUgh a personal crisis， his questing natUr．e'which， taken

together， strongly argue for his Romaptic tempetament． Most impor・一

tantly， in the “Epilogue” Bink achieves by his return to society qn ex-

panded consciousness， the hallmark of the Romantic hero．・

    The a'ssertion that Binx is in any fashion a Romantic・hero appears

to counter his own rejection of Romanticism， or at least what he identifies

as ．“English RQmanticism．” When he receives a lettef from his war

buddy， Harold Graebner， he considers ， his own previous letter-writing

activity， an activity tnarked， he says， by ‘Elong， sen＄itive and articulate

letters” （P． 74）． Binx denigrates this style：．

    A regular young Report Brooke was．1， ‘一fpll of expectancy．' oh

the crap that ligs lurking． in． the English gogl． ＄omewhere it， the．

English Soul， received an injectiop of romanticism which nearly killed
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it． （p． 74）

    His statement only affirms his Romantic characteristics． lt is this

injection' of Romanticism which，'combined with scientific objectivity， led

to Binx's search。 Irn血ediately after this rumination on English r6man-

ticism， he makes a note to

Explore connection between romanticistn and scientific chjectivity．．

Does a scientifieally minded person become a romantic because he is a

left-over from his own science？ （p． 74）

    This precisely describes Binx； due to his “scientific objectivity” and

his vertical search in which he read all the f‘key books on key subjects”

（p． 60）， he finds himself outside of the universe， obliged， as he says， “to

take one ・breath and then” 狽??next” 〈p． 60）． And so he undertakes'a

search．

    Moreover，．like many Romantic heros， Binx is “，quite extraordinarity

sensitive to his environment，”32） and he is characteristcally Romantic in

the distinction he evidently makes between the sublime and the beautiful．

aspects of naturc． As Abrams Points out， the influences between the

sublime and beautiful are the “contrary influences” which form Words-

worth's poetic 'soul． The sublime， says Abrams， includes the． awe inspi-

ring and terrifying asPects of'nature ．．． the ‘awful' and the'‘grand；

elements ．‘in tumult，' ‘the midnight storm，' the roaring ocean and waste

wilderness．'”33） These aspects are seen in several of his descriptions．

There arc， for example， several late一一night storms， the most notable one

interrupting his telephone conversation with his great-aunt Emily．3‘）

Lightni ng strikes somewhere'close， a vicious bolt． The clap comes

hard upon it， ．in the very whitening， and shakes the house． （p．

92）

The ferocity of the storm' is too easily lost in the padding of his

laconic tone． Yet his description leaves little doubt as to the severity一
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there is the “vicious bolt；' the clap， a．whitening， and the house shakes．

Binx describes another late-night storm， which， while not．a．roaring ocean，

is． a tQaring lake． Of the weather on his date with L inda， he says，

           it Was the blackest sky I ever saw；abiack wind pushεd the lake

・   toward us． The waves jumped over the seawall and spattered th6

           street。 The manager had to yell to be heard．．．，（p．12）

                                               '

   Binx clearly has an awarenesS of the sublime aspect of ntiture．  ． 一

       AIQng with his descriptions of the poWer of the weather， Binx reveals

  asensitive awareness of． the smaller，． beautiful．t垣ngs， thus丘11ing out what

  are the two main categories of nature according to RQmantic deye16pment．

  The beautiful in nature， says Abrams， consists．of“the gently and‘fearless'

                                               ユ  aspects of nature．．．．「tranquil s6enes，'‘gentle． breezes，'‘a garden with

  w・lk・and b・nk・・f H・w・…”135）Fq・Bin・， th・beautiful in n・tu・e．・・n-

  sists of his awareness of birds and of the moon．

       Binx's narrative is replete with references．toわirds；he describes how，
                                ・      '

  ‘‘earlier in the eveni耳g lake swallows took alarm．and went veering away

  to the swamps”（p．88）；and“Bullbats hawk the insects in the warm air  '

  ．．．．They dive and．utter．their thrumming skonk-skonk and go s6ulling

up in…h・b・igh・upPer．・i・”（P・62）・．・nd“・v…h6・w・mp∴・・a且・・k・f

  redwings rattie like gourds aηd ri（le down the cattails， wings sprupg． out

  t・・h・wth・i・．・ca・1・t・pau1・t・”（．P・130）・Ag・in・Binx's ・t・aightfg・w・・d．

．d・・c・iption・beli・・th・plea・ure h・・b・i・u・ly t・k・・in n・ti・ingジn・mip9・

  and describing birds．36）

       ．Also Binx often takeS quiet walks． Once with Kate， they wander

   along

           the dark paths of the campus and stop off at my weedy stoop

           behind the labolatory．＿．．．A lamp above the path makes a golden

           sphere among the㌻ree-high sh加bs．（p．69）

    On a．nother of these，walks， this one qt three o'elQck in the morning，

Binx notices the moon．
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    The wind veers around to the north and blows away中e sto㎜

until the moon swim s high， moored 1ike a kite and darting against the

fieeing shfeds and ragtagS of cloud． （p．92）

    Though Binx records no transforming experience， his description

nevertheless echoes that of Wordsworth's on Snowdon．37）

    Binx turns to孕ature because he is a seeker． In response to the

suffering which he undergoes as a figure isolated from society， he considers

the poss止）ility of．a search． Such a search involves proceeding as a casta-

way proceeds：“he pokes around the neighborhood and he doesn't miss a

trick”（p．18）． Just as Wordsworth turns to the beautifU1 and the sUblime

in nature after suffering the effects of fixing his hopes on the French

RebrOIUtiOn， SO BinX appearS tO tUrn tO natUre fOr SOme CIUe．tO hiS Seやara-

tion from society．

    This．suffering itsself is a characteristic of'the Romantic mind． In

his remarks on William．Wordsworth's Preludq M． H． Abrams posits that

the poet， having suffe red， desires somehow to account fbr the suffering；

according to Abrarps， Wordsworth assumes that“if life．is to be worth
                          コ  コ

living there cannot be a blank unreason or mere．conting6ncy at the heart

of things；there must be meaning．”38）While Wordsworth's suffering

came at． the hands of the fa皿ed French Revolution and his own enslave-

ment to“Lockean sensationism and its‘philosophy of mechanism，'”39）

Binx suffers from a similar enslavement to scienti丘。 thinking． When

Binx undertook his vertical seargh， a search in which he read a11 the funda-

mental books， he sought， in typically scientifi6 fashion，“the big one， the

new key， the secret leverage point”（p．70）．40） The result of such think-

ing， however， is， as he discovers， that“tho㎎h．the universe had been

disposed of， I myself：was left over”（p．60）． Binx is living therefore with

the pain of having a self， but not khowing what it．is， or where it belongs，

if it belongs．41）

    It is notable that Binx awakens to the possjbility of a new way of

seeing the wbrld through ah abruptly unexpected（though if Binx can be

believed， rather p耳inless）awakening． It is wh量e wound6d in K：orea， with

his shoulder“pressed hard against the ground as if somebody sat on me”
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（p． 16）， that Binx first becomes aware of the possibility of a search． Just

as the failed French Revolution marked the beginning of the end of

Wordsworth's enslavement to “Lockean sensationism，” so also Binx's

wounding marks the beginning of the end of ．his dqys as “a creature of

sensation．”42） ln “Walker Percy's lndirect Communications” Lawson

speaks of Binx's wo'u' nding as his first experience “in the ptesence of

eternity．”43） ・ ．

    Binx also appeats as a Romantic hero in his status as a seeker． ln

the first pages of the novel， Binx tells the reader 6f his newly awakened

sense'of the possib ility of the search． This search is a central image for

The Moviegoer， and most critics agree with Lawson，． who finds quite

simply that“Theハ40吻goθγis．the story of the revival in Binx of the

possib ility of' ?search．”4‘） The search itself is an important Romantic

image．‘5） Binx's unwillingness． or inability to reveal the object of his

．search further suggestS Binx's・Romantic． nature． Ab rarris notes that

especially cummon．．．．is the story form of the pilgrimage and

quest-the j6urney in search of an． unknown or inexpres'sible sQmethihg

whl'ch gradually leads the' wanderer．back toward his point of origin．46）

s

    This precisely describgs Binx's'jpurney． While Binx implies that

his search is for God， he concludes，“Truthf叫y， it is the fear of expQsing．

my ignorance which constrains me from mentioning' the object of my

search” （p． 19）i lndeed， in the “Epilogue” Binx simply says he has・“no．t

the inclinatiQn to say much oh the subject” （p． 187）．

    The Romantic search for meaning as a result of and in the face of

suffering usually involves a journey through a'personal crisis． For Word-

sworth， for exaniple， this occurred as a result of his faith in the French

Revolution and his turn from nature． Fot Binx， the crisis results from

his faith in his exile in Gentilly， his． moveigoing， his moneymaking， and

his pursuit of his secretaries． After Emily indicts Binx for his behavior，

he undergoes a moment of profound crisis in which he disParage's not

only his society， but al．so himself and．any pessib ility of knQwing． ' Thi＄

moment for Binx occasions his bitter denunciation of his society as 'a

                              〔1マ8〕



“shit-house of scientific 'humanism” （p． 180）， and his own despair of

“knowing less than I ever know before ．．．1 know nothing and there is

nothing to do but' fall prey to desire” （p． 180）．

    Consumed with desire， and knbwing nothing， Binx calls Sharon， only

to find she is not home． Binx talks with Sharon's roommate， Joyce， and

his conversation with her reveals the chaos and absurdity caused by his

despair． He calls from a phone boo th， a ．

little pagOda of aluminum and glass， standing in the neutral ground of

Elysian Fields at the very heart of the uproar of a public zone．． ． trim

  ヒ

and pretty on the outside but evilsmelling within．（p．181）

    Binx notices． “the rhymes in pencil and the sad cartoons of solitary

loyers” （p． 181）． Outside， chaos reigns'： “the east wind whistles through

the eaves．．．and presses aga辻【st its fittings”（p．18っ；the ocean・wave in

the playground spins with its Petrouchkan music faste' ?and faster：

iii- №盾窒窒?iiioorrr goes the dry socket． on its pole in 4 faraway childish

music and the children embrace the i ron struts and lay back their

heads to watch the Whirling world． （p． 182）

    Just as the wave spins “outrageously past all outrage，” and the “child-

ren embrace the iron struts for dear life” （p． 182）， sd Binx・himself behaves

past all outrage， “grinning like a luhatic ．．． hold［ing］ on for dear 1ife”

（p． 182）， thlking to Joyce 1日置e Marlon Brando， “a reedy insinuating voice，

fu11 of winks and leg' 窒?and above all pleased with itself” （p． 182）． Binx

admits， “it is 'too much trouble to listen” （p． 182）． He cannot escape the

chaos． His personal crisis is not merely a， matter of seeing中e chaos

around．him； he must・also face the abs'urdity which prompts him not

only to “behave past all outrage，” but also to sound absurdly pleased with

himself．

    Bihx thus exhibits important qualities of the Romantic consciousness．

His persohal crisis， which results from his search； is． towards an Unknown

goal． His sensitivity to the beautiful and the sublime nature further
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reveals his development towards a Romantic' consiousness． This Roman-

tic consc'iousness towards which Binx moves is marked by a sense of

poss鍛）皿ity．

    Binx's mgment of awareness of possibility coincides with the comic．

moment of what Frye calls ‘“ritual death．” ， Frye sees a “potent-ially trag'ic

crisis near the end” of comedy．47） These crises， which Ftye tefms “ritual

deaths，” are part pf a frequent comic patterh in which the artist ．“tries to

bring his action as close to． a catastrophic overthrow of the hero as he

can・get it， and then reverses the actiQn as quickly as possible．”48） While

Binx waits．for Kate， he despairs． “She has spoken to my aurit arid k icked

血eo“t”（P・181）ダhe thinks・ Binx's vision of the world is oneρξ． death

and desolation． The east v（rind whistles； the playgrQund ocean sPins and

makes a demonic Petrouchkan ．music ； “Elysian Fields glistens like a va't

of sulfur； the playground 100．ks as if it alpne had survived． the end of the

world” （pp． 182'83）． '．When he with relief says， “at last 1 spy Kate”

（p． 183）， the 'crisis is over and the comic endihg is imminent．‘9）

    The arrival of Kate also opens Binx to possib ility， thus marking the

dawning of his Romantic consciousness． Kate'arriVes sUddenly and she

appears to Binx as a bomber pilot． He says， “at last 1 spY Kate； her stiff

little Plymputh comes nosing in'to fny bus'stop． There she sits like a'

b・ゆ・・p丑・t・・erting・n h・・wheel・nd l・・king・id・w・y・・t th・ch照・en

apd not seeing” （p． 182）． The sudden arrival of Katd sparks in Binx full

recognition for．the first time of possibility． lrpmediately after he spies

Kate， he refiects，

Is it pessible that一一一一For a'long time 1 have secretly hoped fpr the

end of the world and believed with Kate and m y aunt and Sam Yerger

and many other people that only after the end could the few-who

survive creep out of their hol es and discover themsel ves to be them-

selves 'and live as merrily．as children among the viny ruins． ls it

possible'thatrit is not too late？ （p． 183）

'With the arriyal of Ka．te， Binx realizes the' possibility for regeneration．

Regeneration remains merely a possib ility， b ut even a．s a possib ilitY it
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reforms his vision of the world． Whereas mo血ents ea士1ier， he despaired

of knowing anything， after he sees Kate， he asks himself，“ls it possible

it is not too latePゴ，（p）183）．

    Binx's new consciousness is characterized by possibility， and he

emphatically repeats this'point：“Is it． possible that一”（p．183）． When

Kate tells him that she will need extended treatment and may never

change，βinx simply feplies，“You mjght”（p．．185）． This sense of possi-

bility is'drarnatically shown in the last scene before the‘‘豆pilogue．”

    Siゆg in K・t・'・．ca・・ut・id・the chu・ch， Binx・em・mbers it i・A・h

                     う
Wednesday．．He sees a Negro enter the church， and then leave． Binx

watches him and conSiders．

His forehead is an ambiguous sienna color and pied ：，． it is impos

sible to be sure that he receiyed ashes． When he gets in his Mercury，

he does not 1eave immediatel y but' sits l ooking down at something on

the seat be side him． A sam pl e'ca se ？ An insura nce manual ？ 1' wa tch

him closel y in the rear-view mirror． （Pp． 185-86）

As usual，' Binx is carefully observant．

in terms of possibility． Of the Negro's

wonders，

But' now， he sees the world

presence in the church， Binx

It is impossible to'say why he is here． ls it part arid．parcel of

the compl．ex business of coming up in the World？ Or is it beequse he

bglieves． that God hirpself is present here at the cgrn．er of Elysian

Fields and Bons Enfants？ Or is he here for both reasons： through

some dim dazzling trick of grace， coming for the one and'receiving

the other as God's own irn pertunate bonus？ （p． 186）

Just as 'Binx iS newly 'aware of ' ??? impossibility of discerning why

the'Negro came to the church， he also is aware that anything is pQssible．

    Binx has achieved a consc iousness of possib ility whic h allows him to

live in the world， but the world cannot yet comprehend Binx's behavior，

much less' @his mind． ・Though Binx returns to society at the close of the
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riovel， becaus．e he is a Romantic hero he remain＄ apart． His separation

is one which he accepts， for it is a' @separation of being misunderstood， not

of Mis-understanding． Binx hasi reached Morse Peckham's “positive

耳omanticisln，，， a romanticism which“offers explanations which are not

＄hared by the society of which one is a part．”50） ThUs， in'the “Epilp． gue，”

Emily reconciles herseif to Binx without understanding hiM ； she， as well

qs Kate， finds him “comical” （p． 187）． Ail he can do is “plant a foot in the

right place as the opportunity preSents itsself” （p， 188）， a lonely vocation，

yet one which nevertheless he must undertake as a part of soc iety．
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